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"Black Power The Only Alternative·'' Consultant to Aid Planf
By OWEN DONAHUE. News Reporter
By PAT KELLY, News Associate Editor

"Black power is the redemptive force of White
America~" "Racist Church," "Bigoted clergy," and
"scared ' White Christians." These were the themes
presented by Rev. James E. Groppi of Milwaukee
at the X. U. Forum Series on Wednesday, November 13.
its muscle into Black America.
Racism must be thrown out! Fighting oppression and racism should
be the areas that the Church work
in, not just sex."
Much of the one and one-half
hour talk centered on the Priest's
experiences in the Milwaukee open
housing movement. He said that
all that the Milwaukee Negroes
wanted in this area was to be able
to expand into the fringe areas of
the ghetto to eliminate their overcrowding problems. They did not
want to move into the expensive
suburbs. To do this, an Open
Housing Blll was needed. At first,
legal methods were tried. Sup"Black Power Is the amwel" on the porters of Open Housing legislaMllwaukee scene. Fr. Groppl told It· lion had gone to the Common
like it was to the Xavier Forum.
Council of the city, but all that was
accomplished was their being
branded
Communists. To Father,
Speaking before a large audience of students, clergy, and lay- there was no other alternative but
men, Father Gropp! denounced the violence.
He pointed out that it was
Church's passiveness toward the
Black Man, and discussed his open through the rise or violence and
housing battles, static Negro edu- the success of Black Christmas
. cation, violence as a method of that the Black people finally won a
change, police problems, and two- Fair Housing Bill, although it was
faced judicial punishment.
only a token one.
Father began his talk Crom the
On the subject or education,
premise that the majority of the Father denounced the current eduaudlence would agree with his cational system because It did
ends - the Black Man must be nothing but stagnate the situation
permitted to relate himself to the of the Negro. "It is the tool of
White community on an equal White society to perpetuate itself.
basis - but not with his means. The Negro is undergoing a system
He described St. Boniface's of brainwashlnjt."
Parish as once being a White man's
Father Groppi claimed that vioparish. But when it became entirely lence is caused by the lack in the
Black, the Whites having gone to power establishment of ablllty to
the suburbs, the Bishop appeared use any other means. His violence
to feel that the parish no longer is revolution, but to him, this revohad any catholics in It, so he · lution is a good revolution. He
moved the priests out with the refuses to teach the Blacks any
White congregation. Continuing, form of blame for their violence,
Father Gropp! said that the new "because I can justify every type
lnfiux of Negroes brought along of action." He compared the prewith them increasing problems sent civil disorder to the American
which the Church shouldhavetried Revolution's Boston Massacre. To
to solve. Instead, the priests were the British it was a simple uprising
taken away, and only one or two which was quickly subdued, but
"caretakers" were leftbehind;"The to the Americans it was a grave
people needed the Church, but the Injustice demanding retribution.
Church left them."
This ls how hls congregation looks
at the aspect of violence. While the
He insisted that the problem of White Community looks at lt with
Christians today was that they horror, the Black Community
were afraid. , Parb of this is the praises it.
result of bigoted clergymen: not
all, but some of them actually go
"Black Power ls the only alterto the pulpit and denounee the native to Guerrilla Warfare," he
Black Man's cause. He branded said.
the Church ln many respects as·
"To the Black Man, the most
racist. "The Church tolerates di- imminent problem is the police."
vision in it11elf and further pro- He continued, "Blacks view them
motes racism by doing nothing as an Occupation Army who come
about it. The Chruch must throw into the Black Community and

oppress. Their secret police or Gestapo tactics are irritating and disgusting." He charged that police
intimidation and harassment are
realities which the White Community cannot understand.
Part of the police problem in
Milwaukee stems from the bigoted
Police Chief whom, Father claimed,
the people cannot remove. \Vhereas Police- Community Relations
programs are badly needed and
are working in other areas, Father
said that there Police Chief has
called these programs "HogWash" and that the police are in
the policing business, not the education business.
But the problem does not stop
with the police, he stated. "The
judicial system is corrupt. Judges
are two-faced." On the one hand
they are to administer the law without bias, but in their private lives
they are members of discriminatory
organizations and clubs such as
the Eagles. He also charged the
judges with using a double standard of punishment. A White slum
lord who violates the Health Codes
will be given a light sentence, while
a Negro will be given a tremendous sentence for any violation he
commits.
He hinted that the violence will
only end when "the authorities
recognize and assure the Black
Man that his God-given rights will
be protected."

Fr. Paul O'Connor, S.J.7 has anno~nced that a
long range planning study of Xavier University began on Oct. 22 and is now underway. The total study
will cover a period of four months, from Oct. 22,
1968 to Feb. 22, 1969. Fr. O'Connor said that the
study has been in planning for about a year.
John K. Riley, senior vice president of G.A. Brakeley & Company,
Incorporated, of New York. When
Mr. Riley was vice president for
development at Loyola University,
Los Angeles, the Houston Museum
of Fine Arts, the Indianapolis
Museum of Art, the Philadelphia
College of Art, the Minneapolis
Society of Fine Arts, the North
Carolina School of the Arts, Guilford College, Reed College, <kcidental College, and Union College.
He also made a systems study for
education in California for the U~i
versity of California. Mr. Riley
attended the University of
Michigan.
Its purpose ls to guide and
control the documentation of University planning for the coming
five years, which will involve research into the present and past
effectiveness of Xavier as an institution of higher learning, and the
gathering of new Ideas as to how
the University can accomplish its
goals more effectively in the future.
The second half of the study will
also entail an investigationoffundraislng campaign feasibility for the
objectives selected from the of-

Boycott Petition Sent to President;
Seeks Abolition of Compulsion, Fines
87 MHCE HENSON, News F.ciitor-ln-C:hJef

The petition giving the specific recommendations
of the Memorial Mass boycotters of Tuesday,
November 12 has been sent to Fr. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., President of the University by Student Council.

tary mass will be held in the afternoon for the community. No
official statement, however, has
been made.
As to the decision on the fine,
President O'Connor told the News
that, as a disciplinary problem,
the implementation of the fine was
"no longer a matter for the RDC,"
but one for the Dean of Men. But,
since the Dean of Men's office does
not set policy, he continued, "I
suppose it would ultimately come
to me."
He declmed to say what decision
he would make on the proposal,
but that he would talk It over with
Dean of Men Patrick J. Nally and
others before replying to Council.
He stated however, that "whenever
you make a protest, you say you
· will accept the consequences."

The boycott grew out of student dent body as soon as possible who
dissatisfaction with the long-stand- would decide concerning compuling compulsory mass and the sys- sory attendance at the Memorial
tem of mometary fines used to Mass, and who concerning the fine
enforce It. "We are not boycotting regulation.
the Memorial Mass as such," StuAt the Community Conference
dent Council stated. "We are boy- held November 8 and 9, President
cotting the compulsory attendance O'Connor told students that the
at the Mass. We are boycotting the decision on compulsory mass lay
fine levied at those students who do with the university chaplain, Fr.
not attend."
Edward J. O'Connor, S.J. Fr.
Council approved the petition O'Connor Indicated to the News
on Wednesday, November 12, the that in 1969, classes will be held
day after the boycott in an open on the day normally set aside for
session of Council In the Univer- the Memorial Mass, and a volunsity Theatre. Over 800 students
signed the petition. It reads,
"We, the members of Student
Council, sincerely recommend that,
In Ught of the reasoning behind
the boycott of the Memorial Mass
and in light or the student/faculty
response to that boycott, a decision
in favor of voluntary mass attend·
ance be promulgated by December
4, 1968.
What does he bring from the
"And we further recommend
mountains? What are his problems? and What is being done - that the fine system imposed in
regard to the compulsory masses
to him - for him'?.
be abolished retroactive to NovemThe talks will be followed by ber 12, 1968, the date of the
discussion from the participants Memorial Mass."
of the class. The session will take
Council further requested that
place on Saturday, November
Prei;ident
O'Connor inform the stu- Council opens its meeting to the student body. The special session
23rd from 9:00 to 10:30 a.m. in
resulted In u petition to the President requesting abolition of the comLogan Hall, Room 11.
, pulsory Memorial Mass and abolition of thellnesystem of enforcement.

Class On Appalaehians
Professor Frank C. Foster is
offering an open class on THE
APPALACHIAN IN CINCINNATI. The guest speakers will include Ernie Mynatt and Michael
Maloney, Directors of the Pilot
City Project at the Hub Centers.
The talk will center around certain questions such as: What
brings the Appalachian to the city'?

ficially adopted Five Year Plan,
as well as the editing, reproduction,
and presentation of the total study
report.
The director of ~he study is Mr.
Fr. O'Connor announced this
week the names of the members
of the University community who
are to make up the Planning and
Development Committee. They are:
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.
Irvin F. Beumer
Rev. Richard T. Deters, S.J.
Rev. John N. Felten, S.J.
Dr. Thomas J. Hailstones
Dr. RobertJohnson
Dr. Frank Mastrianna
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy
John A. Moser
Patr!U J. Nally
Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S.J.
Rev. Jeremiah J. O'Callaghan, SJ
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.
Edward P. VonderHaar
Dr. Charles F. Wheeler,
Coordinator of Long Range
Planning Study
The bulk of the work of the planning study rests on the shoulders
of .these men. At the end of the
study, they will draw up a final
plan which will be submitted to

')
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Editorials

News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:

Boycott Buys Unity

• C...ctn.e• flftplftMfttoltell

One of the letters to the editor this week points out
that, now that the boycott has come and the students
have made their point, "the challenge for the university is unity."
To many, the problem is particularly acute, since
the boycott has supposedly shattered the growing
sense of community indicated by such measures as
the Community Conference and the implementation
of the Joseph Plan. This was the tone of President
O'Connor's letter to Gene Beaupre. "Your action
comes at a time when I was under the impression
that Student Council was vitally interested in forming
a true community of the various segments that make
up Xavier University."
Could this "true community" toward which we
were building have been really a sham? Certainly,
students, faculty, and administrators were talking,
but were they talking to, or past, each other? There
can be no real communication when one group says
"change" and the other says "adjust." This is a hard
fact that will have to be faced in any discussion of
potential unity.
In this sense, at least, the boycott did not mean a
split in the Xavier community, for the unity was
probably never there, unless we define unity solely
in terms of gentlemanly discourse on platitudes. The
boycott may have meant a very positive step in
achieving real unity, for it should have made everyone aware of our language barrier. If not, it has
failed.
MJH

Telling Like It Is • • •
Father Groppi terms his manner of public speaking
as "creative tension." And, for those attending his
lecture this past week, it was indeed a fitting term.
Anyone expecting the typical "white liberal" rhetoric
at the forum was shook, even scared, for altruistic,
vote-getting types of phrasiology have no place in
·Groppi's vocabulary. Instead, he confronts, shames,
and verbally assaults every respected institution of
fhe White Establishment.
Intellectuals may criticize Groppi for his seemingly
irrational statements, for he did not immerse his
lecture in deep philosophical treatises. But analytical
depth is not what Groppi sought to create.
Fully aware of the naivete of white "suburbanstyle" civil rights attitude (not necessarily to be taken
to mean racist), Father Groppi attempted to alter this
lily-white thought pattern by speaking through the
eyes of a people long waging a battle against white
oppression. His elaboration of personal experiences,
which, by their very nature can only be termed upsetting, pointed a strong finger at the police, the
judicial system, and other "sacramentals" of the
American way.
Truth is not necessarily found in flowering, classroom-type platitudes. Occasionally it appears as a
cold, shaming confrontation . . . Father Groppi confronted. Nevertheless, the words of truth were there.
- D.A.R.

Liberal Education
Contradicted
Xavier's collective effort to solve its "identity crisis"
seems to have run itself aground over the issue of
student competence.
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MUS I{I. e s R·each Out to Millvale·
~...-

though none of U1e students goes to
Millvale with the purpose of converting the people he meets to
Catholicism, still there is a place
for the teaching of basic Christian
values.

·_c'.

Joe Anter call the big play.

Tomorrow a few X. U. students will take forty little
Millvale children to the X. U. - Bowling Green football
game. Most of the kids have never seen a live football
game. It isn't very often that they leave Millvale.
MiJ!. u .e is a low.(:ost housing
project near the Hopple Street exit
of 1-75. Each of its 600 black
families lives in a five room, twostory unit. The units are arranged
in monotonous rows of six or
seven. Two years ago, the outside
walls of the units were covered
with wood slats; now a thin surface of simulated brick gives the
appearance of structural soundness.
Millvale is a baby factory. Last
year over one-third of the babies
born were illegitimate. Many of
these childre; were turned over to
their grandmothers because their
mothers were still in high school
or grade school. These kids will
grow-up without adequate attention. Many wlll drop out of school
or end up in jail. In half of the
homes, the mother is the head of
the household, families which usually number over six children.
A small group of Xavier University and College of the Mount
St. Joseph students spend their
Saturday mornings with about
thirty of these families. For three
hours, they work in teams of two
with individual families or small
gangs of kids. Their "work" consists of playing games, helping
with homework, and teaching the
Ten Commandments. One of their
biggest obstacles Is not the parents
or the older teens, but the television set. Like elsewhere, the time
honored tradition of Saturday
morning cartoon watching prevails. Every family, no matter how
poor, has a T. V. set.
Last year, Mike O'Connell and
'fom Smythe organized the group
in conjunction with Mr. Art Wade
and I<'r, Lawrence Krusling, pastor
of St. Pius Church. It existed with
a mlnimwn of organization and
without a name. A major problem,
which continues this year, was the
lack of consistency. Families were
contacted, and then later dropped.

Our highly-touted liberal arts education tells us
that students are rational beings, and yet frustrates
the implied necessary attempt to make judgments
in all spheres of knowledge.
The student's competence lies in integrating classroom knowledge with the problems faced in life.
Students do not regard themselves as a passive mass
which needs to be fed its daily diet of education: nor
should they allow anyone else to regard them in this
way.

Those families that are Catholic
are encouraged by the students to
send their children to St. Pius grade
school. Two years ago there were
only seventy-seven children left in
the eight grades of St. Pius. The
Archdiocese was considering closing the school. Now there are one
hundred and ninety kids in the
school, with many of the new additions from the Millvale area.
This year the students have
sought new ways to help the people
of Millvale. They will attempt to
organize a baseball league in the
spring with the sponsorship of the
neighborhood businesses. A war
on litter and broken glass is also
being planned. Ideas and manpower are needed to make such
plans a success.

rather than "raising hell." What
the students do with the kids is left
to their discretion. They usually
play football for an hour or more.
It is surprising how much bickering and fighting goes on in one of
their games. This furnishes the stuIt is too soon to judge the results
dents a great opportunity to teach
of the program. Some students who
good sportsmanship.
have been going to Millvale for
In addition to games, the stutwo years insist that there are not
dents tutor on a family basis. The
significant results. They enjoy playreading level of each child is usuing with the kids, so they continue
ally a few grades below par. The
to go. Mr. Art Wade a 64 year old
problem is getting the kids to sit
insurance salesman, has been a
still for over ten minutes. Also,
great source of encouragement to
with five or six children at different
the students. Despite countless disgrade levels, the students have a
appointments during six years he
difficult time meeting everybody's
has worked with Mlllvale families,
needs.

It Is surprising how many Mill·
vale children have never heard
about God or the Ten Commandments. This Is reOected in their
beha vlor towards each other. Al·

he has remained firm In his commitment to help the poor and
deprived. His greatest disappointment Is that "we can't reach everybody; we can't do everything."

llt1t~avler Rems
Bleued ia he who expects nothing, foT he shall ctlways oet it.
EDITOR-lN-CHIEF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~. . . Michael ,J. Henson
MANAGING EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dennis A. Repenning
EXECUTIVE EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John M. Dunphy
COPY f<:DITOH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tom Kessinger
LAYOUT EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jim Boland
SPORTS EUITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jack Murray
ASSOCIATE EDITORS . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bob Wllhelr.l, Pat Kelley
CJHCULATION EDITOR . . . . . . . . . , . . . , . . . . Chris Coughlin
CARTOONIST
Sl'.."<'RF.~ 1,A
· · • • • · · • · · • · · • • · • · · • • · •.••• John Doyle

,..,

-

RY · · · . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rae.Jean Carr

PHOTOGRAPHERS . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Seth Warner, Chuck Treister
This year Bill Barko and Pete
COLUMNISTS . . . . . . . . . . .· . Frank Leinhart, J. Richard Hague
Bernardi coordinate the program.
George Eder, Joe Rosenberger
They hope to recruit more Xavier
MODEltA'l'OR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . Thomas E. Young
students by seeking volunteers at
BUSINESS MAN1\'GEH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jack Jeffre
Our Lady of Cincinnati. At present REPOHTEl{S . . . . . . . ;\lull Hayes, Bill Kwiatkowski, Chris Nicolini
only fifteen X. U. students are InHo11 :\locninl-{, l'ctt• Fi~gerald, Pete Bernardi
volved.
Owt•n flnna!rnc, Bill Desrnoml, Mike l~irnwnt,
l'etc 11 io rs ham
Most families respond warmly
.. tlli.ilu·~ "!'.tk1J durfrlJ. Ill•' 1th.aol Y••r fl'•t#fl tlwria1waraUOD111ct '"~r11i111!1et-.
when the students first contact ~. · r .~
... ~ • Ii! ~ .. .,, U11iu111&1. lfuuhoo Co111>l1. 6101"1011, C1ne1n . . 11. Oh"• ; r.·:i,·;
them. The mothers are 1lad to 11ee ; •J"' "''"' )'"'
tl111 ~••ct•r Oc1ol1u .. JjHI, A\ c.~ !'Gii
Ciu.; .. ., .... 1.
their children busy for a while. (Jh1•'· •.:,o•),, lt.eIO~OMI
.&c& cit .Uucll I, ll'it.

When student attempts to put into practice what is
learned are summarily labelled as efforts of "incompetents", someone has missed the point of "thought
as the basis for action."
_ R.J. w.
"· •._•,...... t. ,i. .. "~'•' .. ", • .. •
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- Lett{~rs lo the E,Jitor
~lore

Bead Cats
Ex-Editor Atta~ks t•illigan Stand

To The Editor:
Your faltering defense of John
Gilligan's admonition to Xavier
students that "the university crowd
should start riots and political revolutions in the area of what this
country so obviously needs" is inadequate, inaccurate, and untimely.
Debaters and propagandists
would describe the technique used,
however unwittingly, in your editorial of November 15, 1968, as
"the shoehorn trick," a forensic device of which Mr. Gilligan is himself quite fond.
Mr. Gilligan made the statement
to an assembly of the Political
Forum in Marian Hall on February 25, 1964. He declared to the
same gathering that "if a politician
doesn't throw dead cats, his name
won't get In the papers" and confessed: "I'm very glad that I speak
broadly, I overstate everything."
An account of the speech was published In THE NEWS on February 28, 1968.
As your editorial points out, it
would be futile to deny the remarks
regarding the "right to riot," because Mr. Gilligan himself has ad·
mitted them.
Now the first thing a politician
does when he is nailed by a reporter while throwing a dead cat or
overstating everything is to scream
press brutality. Typically, Mr. Gilligan readed to his exposure in
public by claiming he had been
quoted "out of context," a contention that your editorial avers but
fails to support.
If, indeed, he was quoted out of
context, Mr. Gilligan has failed to
point out what the true context
was. Moreover, your editorialconcludes that this is "obviously what

happened" because Mr. Gilligan,
who admits he overstates everything, says it was. That docs not
follow, but it makes a good mental
shoehorn for your readers.
You state further that the "university shortly after issued a public apology to Mr. Gilligan." The
university issued no apology nor
did the editors of The News. The
"apology" often referred to by Mr.
Gilligan is a letter from a freshman
professor of history, himself an ardent supporter of Gilligan, who
was then acting as moderator of
the Political Forum. The writer,
Paul Simon, was not authorized to
issue an "official apology" for the
News or the university at the time.
His continuing advisory capacity
within the Gilligan camp tends to
withdraw credence from the content of the letter.
Mr. Gilligan's proper remedy
lit the time was an action for libel
against The News and other public media which carried the story.
But truth is defense for libel under
Ohio law. Mr. Gilligan did not
file suit.
Your editorial further uses the
shoehorn to slip in the idea that
the 1964 article was "an obvious
breach of journalistic ethics" by
an "obscure newspaper." The News
was quite willing to let the speaker
clarify
his remarks: but he
remained silent, hoping that no one
would revive the dead cat. The
News was not, however, at that
time an "obscure newspaper." In
fact, it was widely circulated and
read throughout the university and
metropolitan communities.
During the year in question,
The News was awarded four firstplace awards by the Ohio College

Mr. Henson:
tian message? If we could only let
Peace is a strange commodity; go all the prefabricated ideas of
the minute one appears to posseSi happiness, peace, and security,
it - it's gone. Like a child with then and only then will we experhis lungs full or air - he feels ience the full force of Christia 'lily;
secure but has to open his mouth then we will begin to understand
eventually - to let the air go.
What is Christian security? Or
can we even look to the ethic of
Christ In this matter? His love Dear Editor,
once engendered such a dynamiI would like to begin by comcism in His poor that the power mending the members of the Stustructure could do little else but dent Council who led the boycott
react violently; today that very of the Nov. 12 Memorial Mass.
ethic is In danger of being crushed They seemed to take a very reaby the revolutions of these very soned approach. Having weighed
poor against such power.
their options, they took the course
What ls Christian revolution? which they felt best. Theirs seemed
is it simply impossible to recon- a rational decision; to argue that
cile his command .of love with the the best decision was reached
pain and discomfortbroughtabout would be academic at this point.
In c~rtaln people as a result of
Rather the Xavier community
even non-violent revolution?
should look to the future. We
Was the man who walked from should examine what we have
Christ with a heavy heart because learned and attempt to apply It.
"he had much wealth," secure? First, the general apathy of the
Were the extremely well«iucated student body Is perhaps not so
leaders who, becau11e of fear, put great as was once thought. The
thla Christ to death, at peace? We students can unite In a cause they
1quinn when a "cocky priest" feel ls just.
cbaaga hit chant from "black
Secondly, the same is true of the
people" to "black power"; are we suppoaed spiritual apathy. Wit·
MCUl'e?
the 1tudenh who made the ce'!bough we, In hit worda. "wW d1lon· to attend the Maas at the
agne with my ends but not my Fleldhoute. Wltneu tho1e who
meana." we mu1t admit that tbla worshipped at the noon Eucharilt
man la In love. Jn love with a or at 1ome other Celebration.
people oppnued, ldentllled with a
Thirdly, the total unlver1lty
down-trodden race; he II rejected community ha1 not rHponded to
by hla own and unable to become the needl of the 1tudenta' spiritual
fully black. With no place to lay development. Probably this i8
hl1 head, be of all, appears In a largely because students have not
po11Uon most un1table. Yet he has made these needs suJnciently
pitched hi1 tent in the mld1t of an known.
adopted nation, and ha• let all the
Few would debate the fact that
cozy, prle&tly goala lllde by; hated, a certain tension was created by
1pat upon, he ha1 let go. And the the boycott. At the same time it
even stranger thing ls that he can't' would be too easy to view the tenlose.
slon merely as a negative factor.
Is this nof the force of the Chris- No, tension points to a problem

'*'

Tiie llo,,eott • • •
fl11e11tions Taeties

Dear Editor:
Not only the boycott of the
COMPULSORY Memorial Mass
Newspaper Association for jour- but of anything else that is of obnalistic excellence. It was 1111med ligation is, of course, derigeur
"The Best College Newspaper in these days. Every once in a while,
Ohio" by the OCNA that year. however, I have the fond hope that
The awards represent the only sorne student body (perhaps
statewide honors accorded The Xavier) would show a bit of honNews in its strange, fumbling his- esty and originality by supporting
the policies of the school of their
tory.
choice, a choice FREELY made
Mr. Gilligan's remarks and the
and sometimes even suppliantly
record of The News speak for themselves. As Father Eugene Shiels requested. It seems to me that
used to point out to his freshman when the student figures that he
students: "Those who don't learn made a big mistake by enrolling at
from history will get hit by it." Xavier he should acknowledge this
mistake in a mature and honest
Pax Christi,
way:
Robert A. Ryan, Jr. '65
- either by withdrawing from
Editor-in-Chief
the University.
The Xavier News
- or by continuing to present his
1963-964
cause with patience and reasonable protest to those in charge.
Ex-editor Ryan, whose News
career studded with a number of
Despite what the "immediate
dead cats, seems to have thrown action" men say, such representaanother. Dr. Poul L. Simon, the tions have effected changes in pol"freshman professor" who is now icies.
head of the history department,
My big disappointment was the
reports that Gilligan's speech to a
unanimous vote of the STUDENT
group of thirty-five students conCOUNCIL against the compulsisted of three parts. The first was
sory Memorial Mass. These are
a prepared speech to the body; the
good men. And one might think
second was a question and answer
that a few of them would see reaperiod. In the third part, the body
of a bit of pressure
sonableness
brolle up and Gilliga11 continued
to speak with a small group of (do not all of us need a bit of
students. The article that appeared pressure on occasion even for the
i11 the News was made up of twelve good things?) even in spiritual
or thirteen statements by Gilligan, areas. Anybody who makes a
11i11e or ten of which were taken COMMITMENT to a religious
from the i11(01111al discussion in order agrees to abide by.the rules.
which "they had been spoken in a Certainly he has the freedom to
conte..w which he assumed was one object, dissent, recommend; but to
of privacy. " This is not, we /eel, openly encourage disloyalty and
sufficient grounds forcharging }dr. disobedience to the rules of the
Gilligan with advocating "the right Order mak~s him a traitor. I think
to riot. " J\f oreooer, according to there is a parallel here.
I sincerely hope that the boyDr. S1i11011 's sources, Afr. Rya11
cotters
will not rear their future
was not even at the tall~.
The 11ew News stands on its children in an atmosphere of too
much freedom. Once in a while
editorial. Ed.
these children will have to be told
to
DO THIS. Certainly our
students al Xavier are notchlldren,
but they have come to this
University to learn and have at
least implicity agreed to abide by
Christian revolution; then will we the regulations of the University.
be able to love. For by letting go
we can find Christ, and having
found Him we havenothingtolose.
Paul Grey, S.J.

Sets l!11itg C'liallenge

°'
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to be solved; it enables a comm unity to grow. Tension can be
creative if we do not suppress it
but work toward solutions to our
common difficulties.
If the Xavier community Is to
solve Its problems and work
toward forming a united community where "they will know we
are Christians by our love," then
true dialog must be initiated. We
must realize that there may be
more than one responsible position;
and, at the same time, we must
approach dialog in a spirit of true
openmlndedness and respect. Under the guidanCl! of the Spirit, we
must seek our solutlon1 together.
The challenge to our university
ls unity. It Is In our hands. How
will we respond?
Sincerely,
Terry Charlton, S.J.

Ju1t a reminder:
Pro MUiiee featurH Ronald Hud10n on violin, Sunday night In the
Xavier Theatre. Free for mualclovh~ Muskies.
·

The Xavier Physica Department
wlll apomor an open house, featuring thirty-five Items, Including
a one meter Czerny-Turner grating
spectrometer and a neutron howitzer. Time: 2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Everyone welcome.

And not just to get Brownie points,
I think that the faculty and administration can and should be receptive to suggestions from the
students on how to make Xavier
University even a better school
than it already is. However, l do
not think the kind of tactic used
last Tuesday will make the officials
at the University cager to hearken
to the student voice. Some might
say "this is the only way student
opinion will be heard and acted
upon". I disagree, humbly, but disagree I do. The dollar fine for absence is not a happy sanction, but
what other reasonable sanction
can one come up with? The presumption here is that an obligatory
Mass is not intrinsically
evil.
To clear up one point: One
hears frequently that it is against
the decree of Vatican II on religious
liberty to have any kind of religious activity made compulsory.
As I understand the decree, It
means that we should not coerce
anyone Into a specific FAITH.
It would be very baffling if this
decree meant to abolish all rules
and regulations and obligations
and commitments in the area of religious observance. Do wenothave
new Code of Canon Law in the
offing?
Finally, the 11tudent body and
the faculty and the administration
should make an honest effort to see
the other side's viewpoint (this
"ainr always easy). rr this is done
the motto of Xavier University:
"One for all, and all for one,"
will continue as a fact and not
just as a slogan.
Si rx:erely,
Edward J. O'Connor, S.J.
Chaplain

A One-Day Exhibition & Sale of

GRAPHICS
presented by

LONDON GRAFICA ARTS
Publishers of Contemporary Printmakers

More then 400 lithogreph1, etchings, woodcuts end
1creenprlnt• on show, Including works by: PICASSO,
DURER, GOYA, CHAGALL, DAUMIER, GAUGUIN,
CASSAT, TOULOUSE-LAUTREC
Also MANUSCRIPTS AND MAPS

ITEMS FROM SI to $3000
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
University Center Bldg.
Wed.&Thurs., December 4 & 5
HOURS: 10 AM to 7 PM
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By JACK MURRAY, New1 Sport• Editor
FOOTB:\Ll.S FL'TliRE AT XA\'IEH

JliST :\ BUNCll OF GUYS

7-3SOUNDS BETTER THAN6-4
Dy CHRIS NICOLINI, News Sports Reporter

I'

If Xavier University fails to win their season finale here Saturday

t.

against Bowling Green Stale University, it won't be because of a lack
of motivation. For one, a win could give X a final rl'Cord of 7-3.
This would be quite an accomplishment, as even the Muskies' most
ardent followers hardly expected such a record al earlier stages in
the season.
Also, the Muskies would certainly like to end a "last game"
jinx which has plagued them. Not
since 1962, Coach Ed Biles Initial
season as XU head coach, when
the 1\lusketcers posted a 7-6 win
over UC have the 1\'1uskies been
victorious in the season's closing
contest. Jn fact, only twice in the
last sixteen has XU concluded their
season on a winning note.
Certainly Coach Biles and his
'68 team are more than anxious
to silence the many critics who
claim Xavier merely "plays out
the string" in the last game.
.
,
, DICK BARNHORST,
senAnolher stunulus for Saturday s
d h h
ght 45
.
'd
b h r
th 1 lor sp1II en , w o as cau
test is prov1 ed y t e act a
d eed
l
ix more
the Falcons lead in the all-time passesi an n . st oBn yllsng Green
.
X . ,
recept
ons
agams
ow
series 5 -1. av1er s on 1y w1n came
d
b k D AbramoIn 1947 when they bested BG 2-0. Satur ay to rea
an
Bowlin~ Green's points scored ad- wicz season record of 50·

Back in the 1965 foolhall season at Xavier, Carroll Williams and Dan
:\bramowicz led a band of fired up football players to an 8-2 record. This
team was figured on to win maybe two games. Instead they never gave up winning many games in the last 11ttonds - and just dazzled everyone. The
nexl year this same ragamuffan group was back, only this time tagged with
"Pro prospect" laurals. llie result: They perfonned like individuals and had
a 4-0 record to show for it. Then last year was suppO!led to be a "rebuilding
year" - which means a poor record - but alas, a bunch or guys surprised
everyone by going 6-3·1. This year was another "pro-prospect" year, and it
looked it. X loet its first two out of three
games. But then a team emerged out of
individuals some time after the UC and
before the Marshall contests. With a vie·
tory over Bowling Green Saturday the
1968 Muaketeers can accomplish a 7-3
nicord, which is pretty good. As a matter
ol fact that'• damn good.
vantage Is exactly proportionate to more off the ball, and shoot a gap,
But what about next year? The 1ehedule their lead in games. They have making himself particularly tough
outscored Xavier 150-30.
to block. Green ls 5-10, 190 junior
includes Tex•• Western ( UTEP) - who
from Toledo Scott.
crMmed X 57-33 in '65 _ Buffalo, and
Superoflenlors will remember the
Tom Lloyd and Dave Roese
Ohio U. Add that to arch-rival• UC, Miami 1964 game, when Jamie Revevs,
are
a pair of experienced defenaive
and Dayton. Who there! Xavier does not Stelv Wiiliams, Jerry Ward and
Ed Biles
have a program comparable with any ol Co. humiliated Xavier 35-7 In the tackles. Senior linebacker Dennis
Zolciak has received many honors
those teams. But the Mullketftrs hold their own. 'fhe Mid-American Confer· snow, rain, and llghlnlng.
for his defensive performance durA final plus for the Musketeers ing the laat two years. The defensence compoaea almost half Xavier's opponents, and Sports Illustrated aays
h th MAC · th i
·
nfe
both · I ·
bil'
nd Is the fact that 11 seniors will be ive captain, he also halls from
t atnd e
A d11U e thastnt growing cb~ ~·/ rdm p aymgh'~ I ity '~- . playing their final game, on the
•tie ance. n
C reatena to go 18 Qlle - pa on mew ..., •na:aer turf of Xavier Stadium's Corcoran Toledo.
The defensive secondary was
If XU can't keep up with these 1eam1 the "Autwnnal Madness" is doomed Field, determined to make It a
expected to be a strong area for
here. Just try acheduling t•ms like Hiram, DeniBOn, and Catawba, and see winning one.
the Falcons, but Injuries have made
how many people show.
The Falcons will haul a 5-3-1 this posltlon a wlnerable one. Ohio
The abadow cast on Xavier football may vaniab if the coaches paN back record Into Cincinnati. Oddly, their U benefitted from four pus interinto effect the one platoon rule. It would not only be a great lift for X but best and worst efforts of the season ference calls In their win two weeks
ago over BG.
for all acboola. COiis would be cut greatly, because r01trrs could be pared came only a week apart.
and 1peeialiats practically done away with. Recruiting baa been getting totally
On November 9, the Bee Gee's
Although hampered by injury
out of band. Same ol thee High School pbenoms who are apooa fed by held a 27-14 lead over undefeated and undoubtedly "down" after two
coachea are hardly worth the tine, effort, and money. So back to the good MAC Champ Ohio U late In the disappointing losses, Bowling
old day• with one platoon football for 1Urvivala sake.
fourth quarter. Only the phenome- Green will bus into Cincinnati
.
ell
·L- "d'
"
al
L•
nal Cleveland Bryant's laat min- more than able to ma'·e
111 the Mus
But • II 11 not w · For us irty Deng 1 •re set (mayuc) on moving utes heroics kept victory from BG,
•
into a new 11adium by 1970. That could really hurt Xavier. But the atadium as OU won 28 _27 .
kles swan song an unhappy one.
llill ha1 to be builL The way Cincinnati unclertakes a prqect - plodding
This late season club should be
Laat Saturday, Bowling Green, a good one.
along - ill queationable whether they can meet the 1970 deadline. For by obviously fiat, lost a 7-6 game to
Illinois
University.,,..._ _ _ _ _ _
that date, the NFL-AFL (having a 40,000 teat minimum capacity rule for Northern

XIJ Po1,,ers

Ove•• Kent
By CHUCK QUINN
Last Saturday in pouring rain
Xavier won its sixth game in nine
outings and extended its winning to
three games. It was the Muskies'
first win over Kent since l 965 when
they defeated the Golden Flashes
21-14.
Throughout the first quarter
neither team could mount an
attack.
Early in the 2nd period Kent
took the lead as Don Nottingham
raced 33 yards for a touchdown.
It wasn't till there was a little
over 3 minutes to go in the half
when Xavier scored. Jerry Buckmaster capped the 11 play drive
with a yard bootleg for the score.
The half ended with the score
tied at 7 all.
At the start of the 3rd period
Xavier appeared to have a scoring
march golng Ull Kent's Mark
Kujala recovered a Muskie on the
Kent 31.
After going 3 yard• in 3 plays
Kent State was forced to punL
Larry Cella booted the ball to the
XU 29 where BUI Waller blazed
71 yards for the TD. Gramke'sklck
was wide and Xavier led 13-7.
Jerry Mouch set up the next
Xavier score with an interception.
Buckmaster scored again, thiatime
on the quarterback sneak. "Bucky"
paned to Dale Mutryn for the 2
point conversion making it Xavier
21 Kent7.
XU had many more scoring opportunities in the 4th quarter but
could not capitalize on them.
The Muskies ftnilhed their scoring with two and a half minutes
to go when John Kauelman and
Woody PrintztackledTomMokros
in the Kent End Zone for a safety.
The final score XU-23 KSU-7.

w lao 's w lao I

ON THE 50

all team•) if it iaa't built, the team will take the Bengals out ol Cincinnati, Miami u scalped the Falcons 31-7
becauae of an agreement made before the franchise wa1 granted.
for their other loss. Wins were reSiace F.cl Biles berame bead coach at Xavier he and bi• coaching ital corded 62-8 over Ball State, and
4 28

have done a decent job. Frc:m 1962 to the preaent day F.cl ha1 cc:mpiled a ~ ov~r TMt"~sha:. ·~.°~ling
39-wint, 27-loaaes, 3-liet record, and bas beaten UC (4-3), Miami (3-2-2), s:~:ies:~ie
o o oug
o a
0
'
and Dayton (5-1·1) regularly. And home attendance has risen steadily since
hie comi .
The loss to Ohio u was a costly
one for the Brown and Orange. In
ng
F ootball was introduced at Xavier in 1918, and attendance has Ouctuated• that contest, "Mr. Everhthing" P.J.
in proportion to the t•ms won-lou nicord. Like fans anywhere, you have to· Nyltray suffered a concussion. The
win before they support you. The crux of the matter is caring. Students care Injury is expected to end the
at Ohio U., not at UC. How aboutat Xavier?
Toledo senior's playing days.
Does football have a future at Xavier. Well it's hard to take football
So talented is Nyitray, that In
't
h b k
away from A BUNCH O_F GUYS who keep winning against all odds! oni Y 21 varsi Y games, e ro e
six of the nine BG passing records.
Replacing Nyltray is sophomore
Vern
Wiveman.
We met an old grad who didn't mre wMlher you roasted or boosted his
Jn spite of his Inexperience,
college football k!Om••• or wl.-ther you even mentioned it. It was the first
Coach Biles" feels "BG will probably
funerol we had attended in ymrs.
throw as much. Wlveman can zing
- Grantland Rite
that ball."
With W lveman In the backfield
will be Bob Zlmpfer at halfbaclc:,
· Fl'ed Mathews at wingback, and
By STEVE HARVEY, from The Tampa Tribune
Charlie Raklck at Fullback.
1. New Mexico (0-9)
a football fteld?
Zimpfer, an 180 lb. junior from
2. Wisconsin (0-9)
The answer of course Is New
3. Pitt ( 1-8)
Mexico's celebrated defensive unit, Troy led all rushers laat season
4. M111l88lppi State ( 0-8-1)
which has been trampled on at the with 538 yards. Zlmpfer baa also
5. Columbia ( 1-7)
rate of 42 points per game by Its been very effective this year.
6. Brown (2·6)
Biles is al10 high on Mathews,
opponenta.
7. Rice (0-7-1)
a 180 lb. tailback from Canton.
8. Northweatern (l-8)
"He ii dangerous with or without
9. Colorado SL (2-7)
the ball," 1ald Bil~ Favorite tar10. llllnoil ( 1-8)
Don Ruberg, the "Voice of get1 are 1peedy Eddie Jones ( 6-1,
Xavier", II in line to broadcaat 185) and Tim Hodaklevlc.
Special Cltlatlon1: For defense- the ClnclnnaU Royals gamea over
Guards Doug Albbrldge ( 205)
Baylor held Texaa to 667 ln 47-28 WZIP whenever the ltatlon ac- and Larry Watlon ( 215) head up
loH; Northwestern held Iowa to quire• Advertlllng. • . Father Pat an Improved olrenslve line.
839 yarda in 68-34 lo88. For good Ratterman l• recuperating in Chi·
Defenae, alway1 a BG rorte, baa
hands - Indiana and Michigan cago'i Loyal LoyolaAcademy•..
State fumbled 13 times In 24-22 UC attendance for Ohio U. game also been 1trong thl1 year under
Hoosier win. For a vlclory - Cal. was a paultry 9,000. Big time? new coach Bob Nehlen. Only
Tech defeated UC San Diego, 34- . . . Correction on homecoming against Miami hes the BG defense
31 (first win In four years, 34 Queen's first name: Rosemary sunered a complete collapse. The
games). For consistency: Miami Haake Instead of Mary Ann ... Falcons play hard-nosed defensive
lost 3-28 to USC; defeated LSU, John Shinners, says Paul Ritter of football, seldom moving from n
30-0; Jost to Auburn, 6-31; defeated Enquirer, will be selected to a post- 54.
Pitt, 48-0; lost to Penn ·State 7-22. season aU-6tar contest... Al Ip·
One of the team's leading tackTodav's riddle, class, Is what pollto ranked sixth in the nation !n lers Is middle guard Joe Green.
Green ?.'Ill line up two yards or
hftS 22 legs and lives embedded In punting before last Saturday.

Top Ten Worst Teams

Morsels
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Lee Bo11 in

One ot the most aggressive but

~::e~:= ~=i:r:a~a:

By JOHN PRICE

Lee Roy DeShazor. On any given
Saturday No. 20 can be seen defiecting passes, cutting down interference, or pouncing on loose
footballs.
Lee Roy came to Xavier as a
veteran of hard-hitting, rugged
play. At Taft High School In Cincinnati, Lee Roy weighed only 170
pounds but started at both defensive end and offensive guard. As a
sophomore he was a teammate of
Carl Ward who ls presently a member of the Cleveland Browns.
Not only was Lt:e Roy a standout on the gridiron, but he was a
record-setting pole vaulter. Until
last year Lee Roy's vaultof12'10"
stood as 11 Cln<.innati public echool
record.
Two other Miami Valley
schools, Dayton and Miami,
avidly cast their bid for the ser·
vices of Lee Roy, but Xavier can
be grateful that he never had any
intentions of leaving Cincinnati.
It wa1 Coach Etlerwhorecrulted
Lee Roy and immediately 1aw in
hbn the neceNary attribute• of a
nne defen1lve back.
"I would have to aay that Coach
Etier helped me more than anyone
in making the adjuatment to defen1lve safety," 1tated Lee Roy. "I
had never played thepo1lUonwhen
Billy Blunt of Kent State beat him
on a couple of long passes. When
a1ked whether he still worries
about getting beat deep, Lee Roy
quickly replied, "All the time."
Lee Roy is definitely a fan of
the man-to-man defense, but when
the opponents game plan dictates
a zone, he easily makes the adjustment.

Lee Roy ls a physical education
major and a history minor. He
wW be student teaching at Taft
during the second semester and he
has hopes of returning there next
year In a pennanent teaching position.
Lee Roy thought that this year's
Dayton game was one of the most
exciting games he baa played in,
but, without a doubt, hll greatest
game was last year's 7-6 victory
overMiaml.
Not only can the 1tudent1 and
coaches be proud of Lee Roy'•
play on the lleld, but a1 a wellrounded · individual be 1hould receive the admiration of everyone
connected with the Xavier com·
munity. For Lee Roy 11 U1ted In
the Who's Who in American Col·
kges and Uniuenilie• for 1988-89,
an out1tandlq honor for a wellde1ervlng penon.

Seniors!
Jack Krlsor, President of the
Senior Cla11, has requested that
all members of the Class of '69
sit in the special "Senior St.'Ctlon"
for the Bowling Green game. The
section will be between the 30 and
40 yard line. Show your spirit in
honoring the 11 Seniors on the
tenm by sitting in the special section. Make your presence felt!
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ROUNDBALLERS
QUICK QUIETLY WAITING CHANCE
BEG IN TO SHAPE UP .. .. Shafted ID
. Hometown
By JACK MURRAY, News Sports Editor .
"THE Xavier University roundball five will embark upon its
1968-69 basketball season against the University of Kentucky,
at Lexington, on Saturday November 30th. Coming off last years
10-16 record, Xavier could well be hard pressed to even duplicate
that feat - the schedule shows 12 games with teams predicted in
the top twenty.

Memories of the Musketeers last two games, both victories against Marquette, in overtime, and arch-rival UC, 72-71, still
linger on in the minds of the fans. Xavier finally won a close
game -- two! If you discount those two games, the season was
one disappointment after another.
Luther Rackley became scholastically ineligible before the seasons start. Coach Krajack, in his first year, had to get acquainted
with the players and vice-versa. Krajack did an outstanding job,
and proof was the way the team played in those last two games.
Nothing but misfortune has hit the young mentor since then
however. He lost two coaches, Bob Watson and Dave Lynch, and
an area scout, Joe Pangrazio, to the Army. And some prize high
school recruits narrowed their choices down to Xavier and, say,
a North Carolina. And invariably picked the latter.
Undaunted, eve~ with the storm clouds of a rough schedule
facing him, Krajack maintains a steady direction. His team has
his newly developed offense down - which all the players seem to
like. Last year the offense was not really a cohesive unit until
those last games . . . With the offense down Krajack has his
troops working on the fast break and defense - which has never
been played here.
Last years team won but one road game, and If Xavier Is to
surprise anyone they must do better.

An All American team can be formed from the rosters of our
opponents. Such celestial beings as: Mike Casey, Dan lssel,
Mike Pratt ( UK); Jo.Jo White (Kansas); Bill Zopf (Duquesne);
Jim Ard, Rick Roberson, Don Ogletree, Gordie Smith (UC);
Howard Porter, Johnny Jones (Vlllanova); Dean Meminger,
George Thompson (Marquette); Cliff Parsons (Air Force); Spencer Haywood ( Detroit); Ken May ( UD); Bob Lanier (St. Boonies).
The Muskies will align as follows:
JOHN ZEIDES ( 6-1, 170) - "Zulu" has been named captain.
John started over Tim O'Connell last year, and after an erratic
start - mostly in close games - he came on strong in the end.
He posaesses a good outside shot and drives well off fast break.
Plays sticky defense. Any success X has depends on the senior
guards abllity to pull team together.
TOM ROHLING (6-6, 216) - Winner of the Earl J,oftus
Trophy, for most improved player, last year. The former Roger
Bacon star is a top rebounder despite limited jumping ability.
The senior forward Is slow afoot, but battles all the way. One of
X's top players under pressure. Slightly overweight because an
ankle injury first week of practice.
LUTHER RACKLEY ( 6-10, 200) - The senior center has
many fundemental Oaws. Tremendous natural ablllty. His attitude
needs watching. Showing well In preseason practice. Needs a fire
lit under him. Can play exceptionally against heralded opponents
while losing interest against weaker. All out effort In going to the
boards offensively and defensively is needed by "Lu".
DON DARBY ( 6-5, 205) - Strongest man .on team. The
Junior forward has trouble hanging onto ball at times. Over
sophomore jitters. Needs to shoot more. Could be most improved
player this season.
TOM SCHLAGER (6-5, 193) - The senior swlgman has
nice outside shot. Cannot go to the basket very well. But if his
shooting ls on can rock the house with machine gun shots. The
Columbus natlve's trouble ls inconslstancy. Tom has a wtre and
two children to support.
RICK REDER ( 6-0, 170) - The Junior guard from St.
Xavier High School has tremendous agility and speed. Needs conftdence In his shooting. Hustles like Dave Lynch. The "Rocket"
needs to change gears, Instead of going full Ult. to fool opposltlon.
Gets discouraged too easily. Could be big asset.
CHRIS HALL 5-10, 160) - A zany character off the court
but tough competitor on. Has really never been given a chance
to show his fine ball handling and playmaklng ability. The
Junior guard, who sat out last second semester, could team with
roommate Reder and give Xavier Its own version of the "Shock
Troops" or "Scrambled eggs". Fine defensive player.
JOE GRAMADA ( 6-2, 185) - The sophomore guard transfered from Louisville last year. Has deceptive speed. Joe baa yet
to play varsity ball. Seems a natural as a sixth man. He must
play team ball.
PERRY ASHLEY ( 5-10) - The junior guard also has yet
to play a game of varsity ball. Played at same high school as
Rackley. Primarily a playmaker, and could be a possible starter.
TERRY SILLIES ( 6-5, 205), CHUCK KROMER ( 6.0,
205). and STEVE POPPE ( 6-6, 220) - All three aophomores from LaSalle High School,
Kromer a big rugged pedormer i• currentJy over weJgbt due to
a foot infection, which bu Juet recenUy healed. Pope will back
up at forward. SlWee, who eome buketball mqulnel rate a top
aoph ln the area, may . . plenty or action. The trial hun't ltarted
for these three.
MIKE KELSEY ( 5-9, 140) - A little guy who loves basketball but will aee very little action.
WALLY GORKA ( 64, 201) - Has lost his desire to play
baaketball, and will forego playing in order to concentrate on
other intereets. Despite his feelings to the contr11ry he will be
misled. A good middle distance shooter.
elimination tourney. The winners
were the 'l'nuc's. Members of the
On November 1st a 3-Man
Tnuc's squad Include George Cum·
Ba1ketball Tournament was held
minga, Tom Kane, Mike Rotter·
on the Brockman basketball courts. man and Pank Goulet. Runner-up
Sixteen teams entered the double- wa~ Wee Willie and the Boys.

Ian Note

By JACK MURRAY
News Sports Editor
Standing there watching a
preliminary game between two
nameless teams, which featured
five black against five white
players playing for the fun of. it,
was Bob Quick.
Bob, dressed in a bright white
trench coat over a kelly green
turtle neck sweater, seemed to be
watching the action and yet not
really paying any attention.
It was homecoming for Quick.
The Baltimore Bullets were set to
clash with the first place Cincinnati Royals at the Cincinnati Gardens in about an hour.
The last time Bobby set foot in
the Gardens he owned the place.
He scored 35 points, hitting 10 of
21 from the field, and 15 or 16
foul shots, as Xavier beat University of Cincinnati 72-71.
Little beads of sweat began to
form on Qulck's forehead. He must
have been thinking back to .that
night March 5, 1967.

"Put in Quick and go to the
Cobra," a Xavier student yelled.
During timeouts Bob listened
Fred Foster, of Miami, came off
the bench e'firly, and payed con- intently to Coach Shue's instrucsiderably tnore thau he had so far tions to the regulars.
The game ended Bullets favor,
this year. It was natural spot for
Qulck's entrance into the game, when Monroe casually dribbled
before the hometown folks. But to the left side or bucket and
draped in a 30 foot jumper with
Shue Ignored Bob.
:29 left.
After the game Bob signed a
few autographs for kids and spoke
softly to his friends, Ty Anthony,
Luther Rackley, Joe Gramada,
Tom Thacker. Gramada, transfer
to X from Louisville also talked
with his friend - the warm and
friendly - Wesley Unseld.
Quick earlier in the day paid a
visit to the Xavier fieldhouse and
talked with Coach Krajack.
Bob ls living in Baltimore with
his wtre, the former Rosmary Fourney of Cincinnati, whom he married during the summer.
The next time Robert Laverne
Photo by CHUCK TRIESTER
Quick comes to town let's hope
BOB QUICK
displaying one that the Cincinnati press recognizes
·of his moves on Rick Roberson, of the fact, and also that Gene Shue
UC, that helped Xavier upset the gets acquainted with "King
Bearcats in a classic battle.
Cobra".

Last year Quick was "King OUT ON A UMBCobra"; but this year Bob has
maybe played a total of seven
minutes and maybe scored four
points. He ls the third guard, playing behind Earl "The Pearl" Monroe, Kevin Loughery, and Barry By Sports Editor, PETE FITZGERALD, from Bostn, and a Chicagoan
Orms.
These predictions are made solely on objective observations by
The Bullet players began enter- three basketball buffs. We are rooting for theteam to win all Its games.
ing the Gardens, sitting down to Many variables enter Into the picture such as Injuries, attitudes, and
watch the preliminary game. (By scholastic lnellglblllty. This ls only speculative.
the way big Jim Lacy, a former (+)::.victory, (-):loss, ( 0 ):close game victory, ( 0-):close game loss.
X player) was playing in the prelett but Xavier gets revenge In
liminary.
1. KENTUCKY (-) A tune up
the"Pit". H
"That week and half I missed,
for Aldoph's All Stars.
22. DETROIT ( 0-) Will gold
(because· of the draft) was at a
2. THOMAS MOORE(+) They
turn to dust? Wedon'tthinkso.
crucial time," explained Quick. He
get psyched up but X wins 23. MARQUETTE (Of-) X fans
hasn't changed at all. Bob's the
anyway. H
and players up for this big
same quiet soft spoken guy who
3. UNION ( + ) One X can be
upset. H
you have to pry words out of. His
sure of. H
24. SAMFORD ( + ) Who? ff
hat size Is the same.
4. KANSAS ( -) Too much too 25. CANIS UIS (Of-) If the Red
Bullet coach Gene Shue .walked
soon. A
Cross ls not needed we should
by Quick and said "hi Bob", which
5. ST. JOSEPH ( Pa.) ( 0+) The
win. Could be a real homer
was a good sign since many
Hawk falls in "The Pit". H
job. A
thought Shue didn't know who Bob
6. OLD DOMINION
Well 26. VILLANOVA ( - } Palestra
respected small college but will
was.
makes the "Pit" look like Nipfall to big time. H
While Shue was sitting three feet
pert Stadium. A
away Bob said, "It hurta not play7. LOYOLA (Ca.) ( + ) Predominantly sophomore stud- FINAL RECORD:
Ing. I think I should be In there."
ded, without Adelman, will
"I work my butt offinpractlce,"
15 wins 11 losses
have early season jitters.
said Bob. "I guard Monroe most
8. DUQUESNE ( 0 +) Loudof the time In practice." Is the
mouths Mo&Ble Murphy and
Pearl that good? Bob just shook
his head up and down.
Coach Manning are outnoised by fans. H
Xavier's sailing team closed out
Coming out in bright orange
9. & 10. Mobile Classic (two Its seven-regatta fall season last
sweat pants and shirts the Bullets
games) ( -t & - ) First game weekend by participating in a rewent through their pre-game drills.
against
Eastern Florida gatta held at Ohio Wesleyan. ComBob looked suprlsely free and easy.
should be win. But. a loss In peting against Ohio State, Indiana,
Maybe he figured nobody new
the Fianals. A
he was playing. Both Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio University, and
Haven't Ohio Wesleyan they finished a dispapers did not even mention Quick 10. DAYTON ( 0- )
beaten them at home in four mal firth out of six.
in any of their pregame stories.
years. H
Not one word. Surely Bob could
have drawn a few people Into the 11. CINCINNATI ( 0- ) Sandwiched in between games with
It might be
Gardens, which has not been
Dayton and Marquette, plus
booming with the Royals.
an
identit\f crisis •••
return of Gordie Smith with
The Bullets were Introduced, as
all of last years starters, prove
Earl Monroe was ushered onto the
X's unduing. This game
court by loud applause, and the
should
be played at the end
last introduced player, "Bob Quick,
of the year. H
received even louder clapping. No
shouting just a respectful hand." 13. MARQUETTE ( - ) Never
come close to beating War·
"I thought be was in the army,"
riors In their own den. "Brute
one man sald. Why I read In the
Force" Thompson and Dean
paper • · · "
Meminger!
The I am e started. Personal 14. DEPAUL ( 0+) One of XU's
j
battlee developed between madman
few road victories.
coach Ed Jucker and official Norm
l
15.
DETROIT
(
)
Spencer
Drucker, one of the top wbJatle
'
Haywood!
tooter tn NBA. and also between
16. i\IR FORCE ( O+) Luther
Monroe and Oacar Robertaon.
Rackley and Helms All-AmerBut we know
Drucker defeated Jucker, If only
ican Cliff Paraona battle It out.
becau1e he thre the wild-man out
H
or the game with two technical
17. DAYTON ( 0- ) No change.
fouls.
18. MIAMI (0 +) New fteld"The Pearl" threw some magic
houae and new material are
at the Big 0, a1 the Bulleta cleared
ha1·d to get acclimated to. A
out so Monroe could work on 19. ST. BONAVENTURE ( 0-)
TH£ NEW
Oscar. And he did.
Butler gone, but Lanier back,
Turning his back on O, as he
bigger and better. Watch their
carefully worked his way down the
guards. H
CARTOON GOOKI
right side of the base line, shifting 20. GEORGETOWN (DC) (+)
By Charles M. Schulz
Should be easy victory even
that high dribble of his from hand
to hand, while faking turns with
though on the road. A
his shoulders, Pearl suddenly
ONL y
al your college
21. MIAMI ( 0 +) Miami has
would turn and pop that soft shot
bookstore
its new Millett, X has its old
.thrDl_igh t~e hoop.
Halt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc .
. Schmidt; Miami won at 1Vlil-

NeWS Predicts 15-11
Record in B. Ball

<+>

Salling Note

1

<J

YOU'RE YOU,
CHARLIE
BROWN

1'1AllU11®
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Five-Year

111- vestiga tion

(Co11ti11ued ti·om page 1)
The following is a News report- of the Univ:?rsity for the coming are lodged In the University itself.
er's interview with Mr. Riley con- five years will be covered by the Naturally, we hope that all Institutions or private education will
cernlng the Five Year Plan:
1 study.
Q. Just exactly what is the pur- · Q. What factors outside tile Uni- progress and change and innovate
pose of lhe Planning study?
versify will have to be tahen into and evolve, and that their role will
become more meaningful. And cerA. \Vell, we have been retained consideration by your study?
to conduct a professional consult- A. The environment in which the tainly we have that hope strongly
ing study for the University on its University exists, in which it will for Xavier University. But the
potential growth and development, presumably continue - the world, hopes are involved with the Univerneeds and requirements for the the nation, the region, the state, sity just as the intent and the implecoming five years. Those would be the local community, its own mentation of any program adopted
depends on and is involved in the
the academic years from 1969 specific area. All of these are
through 1974. The plans actually, bound to affect the long range University. We are aiding in a
of course, have to come from the evolution and development of the study of the University by itself.
University itself. Our role is primarily one of documentation and
codification in a manner that is
current, contemporaneous and
normally acceptable to people interested in the growth, evolution,
development, health and prosperity
of institutions of higher education.

University, and they must be given
due consideration.

Q. The second hall of your study
is tnlw11 up with a consideration
of matters of a fi11a11cial 11al11re.
Is that true?
Q. Usually finances are a method
of expressing the nature and the
Q. Whal are Ille specific advan- growth and the evolution and the
tages of having an outside {inn problems of an institution. So conconduct this study?
sequently finances will have a comA. I suppose that the greatest ad- mensurate role in this study.
vantage would be expertise, con- Q. Will the implementation of tile
centration. It's a customary thing
things decided upon in the{irstpart
for Institutions of hlgheredumtion, ol your study be dependent 011 the
universities and colleges, to retain
results of the second part?
consultants to do this. Normally a
A. Oh, necessarily. The conduct
going, active, vibrant institution of life of an individual or an Indoesn't have the available people stitution Is dependant upon its reon staff who have the concentra- sources. All the resources are
tion of the specific professional involved, the Intellectual resources,
qualifications to do this. This is the health resources, the dollar
probably the rationale and explan- resources. All the resources of the
ation as to why there are consul- institution are involved in this
tants who do aid institutions of future, just as all the resources of
higher education and ·.~by they an individual are involved in his
stay in business.
or her future.
Q. What specific areas of University life do you i11te11d to co11ce11trate 011e?
A. There will be no specific concentration. The entire life of the
University will be involved in the
planning study - its purpose, its
. objectives, its general characteristics, its academic programs, its
co-curricular programs, its physical plant, its community involvement, its research. Anything that
would substantially affect the life

Q. Do you hope to malw any concrete clla11ges or adaptations in the
university as a result of this study?
A. \Ve are merely consultants.
Actually our function is to assist
the University in documenting and
codigying its intentions. The hopes

THE SHIRT

l assume that members o/ the
University com 1111mity will be co11trib11ti11g i11 some way to the study.
A. The study will only be as valuable and as cogent and as meaningful and as productive as the
participation in it by the members
of the University community. This
is the basic premice. Again, we are
a mere tool. We are a convenience
for the implementation of the study.
What will come out of the study
and what will be achieved by it
depends upon what the University
has, its potential, and what it puts
into it. So consequently, it is our
·desire and our intent, and that is
(Continued 011 page 8)
....... _.......... .

Q.

---

S'PECIAL COLLEGE
DISCOUNT SUBSCRIPflON
STUDENTS - DISCOVER •
SYMPHONY AND SAVE!

DISCOVER SY1VIPHONY with
Van Cliburn,
Schwarzkopf,
Francescatti and other brilliant
artists at a tremendous savings
on our Subscription Series.
STUDENTS ·- SAVE ·- 25%

On
the popular "8 O'CLOCK
SERIES" featuring Erroll Garner, Peter Nero, Stan Getz, A
Christmas Gala and more.

Cool it. Things could be worse. You could
be out of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with
Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

STUDENTS - DISCOVER-

LAUNDRY

SY'.\-IPHONY

3616 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE

AND

•

SAVE!

Check with your lnformation
Booth in the Cniversity Center
Building or call 7aI-2341
Extension 362

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cd.iii
Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati

FLUFF DRY BUNDLES

e

4-HOUR SERVICE

e

Work in Europe
American Student Information
Service has arranged jobs,
tours & studying in Europe for
over a decade. Choose fr~
thousands of good paying jobs
in 15 countries, study at a famous university, take a Grand
Tour, transatlantic transportation, travel independently. All
permits, etc. arranged thru this
low cost & recommended program. On the spot help from
ASIS offices while in Eurooe.
For educational fun-filled • &
profitable experience of a lifetime send $ 2 for handbook
(overseas handling, airmail reply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, study .&
crammed with other valuabl~
info, to: Dept. M, ASIS, 22 ave.
de la Liberte, Luxembourg

'f

1·

STEAl(HOUS.E
u-f:i'-{;MENU{.{*1?
Speclol Cd Cllor·lrolled

• Sirloin Steak

• Idaho Baked Potato
C•ef's Crisp Gorden

• Sala.t Bowl~~·=-.~~
Ir

Gorlic
Frencl1 loll

I• 1 i

•I

s1s•

ROS£LAWN
1100 leodinq Id.

NORTHERN KY.

City, Grand Duchy of Lux.

"421• Diaie Hwy.

New

Writing
Prize·winning poems, ~h.ort stories
and.novel excerpts by
twenty-two college writersthe best of campus writing today.

WSP WASHINGTON

.

··-····

sl 2§ .

IT!..~~.~.:!~~~~.:.~:~ .................

~,,-.-.,,

•'•·-.......... ., ......... ,,,.

..... ..............
~

~,~-·-'
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Our men have been working
i·n this slum for 10 years.
You
wouldn't

last
6 weeks.
Nobody's asking you to.
After all, you wouldn't last very long as
president of General Motor's, either.
But after years of hard work and study,
you might make a whale of a president for
G.M. Or you might make a lasting contribution to the poverty-stricken people of Uma,
Peru.
The people of Peru can do without the illprepared do-gooders, thank you. In the long
run these people are just one more mouth to
feed. What Peru needs is men of talent, men
of dedication, men of sacrifice. No one is born
with talent, dedication and sacrifice.
That's what the seminary is all about.
The seminary is a training center, and it's
not easy. No "boot camp" is. A man has to be
a tough-skinned realist to survive in a jungle

like the one pictured above.
It's not a place where men are poured
through a mold and come out like little tin
soldiers. A man is no help to anyone if he can't
be himself.
It's a place for the idealist. For the man
who wants to make a positive contribution
and needs the knowledge and ability to do it
most effectively.
You may not be a man of talent right now.
And you may not have much in the way of
dedication and sacrifice. Then for your sake,
and for everyone else's - don't try Peru.
But if you must help (or if you want to
help), then take the necessary steps to make
your contribution worthwhile.
The people of Peru will be eternally grate-

M.

Call or write: Father Wilson
Maryknoll Fathers, Maryknoll, N.Y. 10545
(914-941-7590 Ext. 416)

.
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Fee Boost Explained
By BILL KWIATKOWSKI, News Reporter
As most students acutely noted
this fall, the general student activity
.fee was Increased from $25 to $50
per semester. "The estimated Income this year from this fee Is In
the neighborhood of $214,00<1",
according to Mr. Beumer,' VicePresident of Business and Finance.
According to the catalogue "the
general fee includes the use of all
non-classroom facilities, the Student Health Center, and a reduction In the fee charged for the
services of the Psychological Services Center."
Prior to this September, the general fee income was allocated on a
percentage basis to nine non-academic activities to cover their operating expenses. These nine activities
were: college health, Atheneum,
Band, Masque Society, athletics,
intramurals, Yearbook, Library,
and the X. U. News. "The costs of
these activities have gone up, not
only because of a general price
rise but also because once anadivity is started its membership increases and its costs of operation
goes up because of the involvement
of more and more interested students", said Mr. Beumer. Mr. Beu·
mer also stated that, "There were
many other budgets that were not
included In the allocation of the
general fee, such as: placement,
student aid, psychological services,
student handbook, Fine Arts, Clef
Club, debating, Mermaid Tavern,
Oratorical Contest, WCXU, and
Sodallty."
The general fee has not been
raised since 1953-54, when it was
raised from $13.00 to $25.00 per
semester. During this period tuition
has gone up at least five times.
Mr. Beumer stated, "the general
fee should have been raised during
this span of time, but it wasn't
raised, In the hopes that expenses
could be covered by other income,
such as gift income."
After a study wasmadeconoernlng the expenses of all the nonclassroom facilities, it was learned
that the general fee wasn't even
covering one-third of the costs of
these activities. Therefore, It was
decided that the general fee had to
be increased In order to support
these activities.
As for this fiscal year, beginning July 1, 1968, the library
and health services operating budgets amount to $212,900, excluding maintenance costs. These two
services alone wholly absorb the

Income generated from this year's
fee. "The cost of all the activities
mentioned above, exclusive of
maintenance
costs,
exceeds
$400,000. Students' fees are not
covering the activities that they
are supposed to cover," said
Mr. Beumer.
"As regards to questions asked
about the allotment to athletics,"
Mr. Beumer pointed out, "lastyear,
out of the general fee income, only
$11,34 7 was allocated to the athletic program." This is a mere drop
in the bucket compared to the actual costs that the athletic program
incurs.
Gift income which, before this
year, was partially able to be put
aside for capital improvements,
must be solely used to balance the
$600,000 deficit that Xavier is expected to operate under this year.
Tonight, the 22nd of November,
the Debate Society will sponsor
what will be the first of many to
come; that is, beer mixers in the
Armory. With the theme of the
dance being LIBERATION, you
are expressly invited to do your
own thing! Music will be provided
by UNCLE SAM'S POPULATION, the group that backed up
The Esquires at Homecoming. The
dance will start at 8:30 and end at
12:30. Price for a single ticket will
be a $1.25 and a charge of $.50
more to admit a date.

i~i,:~J· . . ,··
·;'<il!/-4:.t/.'< ~
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... REMEMBER THE NAMEYOUR LIFE MAY DEPEND ON IT!

Rock
Ernest ·.Patrick
Jim
Hudson Borgnine McGoohan Brown
BOX-OFFICE OPENS TODAY 11 :30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M. ·
Reserved Seats Now at Box Office or by Mail
SCHEDULE OF PRICES AND PERFORMANCES

Wednesday Matinees . . . . . . .
Sat., Sun., Hol. Mats........
Sun. thru Thurs. Eves.. . . . . .
Fri., Sat., Hol. Eves. & Hols.. .

ORCH. & LOGE

BALCONY

$2.00
2.50
2. 50
3.00

$1.75
2.00
2.00
2.&0

"'""'r. Tony Bill· Lloyd Nolan
· screenplay by Douglas Heyes· screen story by Harry Julian Fink
rrcm '"' '""'' o, 11,1u« llJ<lf" ·directed by John Sturges
produced by Martin Ransohoff ·A r,,m..,,,, P<1ure

c

MGM

16 E. 6th
call 721 ·6525

.i\IATS. 2:00 l'.i\I.el-:VES. 8:30 l'.l\I.eEXCJo:l'T SUN. 8:00 l'.i\I.
. Please enclose sta!npcd, self-addressed c1~velope for return of tickets.

....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Is it possible to be

passed by at 30?
Absolutely. If you're a 30-year-old engineer who's
failed to keep up with the latest developments in his
field.
Because Western Electric's an acknowledged in·
dustrial leader in graduate engineering training, that's
one worry our engineers don't have. Our nearlycompleted Corporate Education Center near Princeton, N. J., for instance, will have a resident staff of
over l 00. More than 310 engineering courses will be

offered, and about 2,400 engineers will study there
in 1969. It's the most advanced facility of its kind.
Ask around. You' II find that when it comes to antici·
pating change, Western Electric is way out in front.
And we make every effort to keep our engineers there
too. See our recruiter or write College Relations,
222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. l 0038.
A lot of study, and hard work, never hurt anyone.

@

Western Electric

MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

EXCEPTIONAL
EARNING OPPORTUNITY
for
Science teachers or science graduates to teach and travel In a
science lecture program of
nuclear education presented In
secondary schools throughout
the United States.
During each full week of travel,
science educators are paid $63
subsistence, $25 premium pay
and lodgtng cost plus a mini·
mum base salary of $600
monthly. Vehicle is provided
( with credit card).
Qualifications:
Degree in science or science
education.
Capable of extensive travel.
Goc.d health and speaking
ability.
gmploymcnl to begin in Dcccm·
ber, 1068, January, 1969 or
July, 1969.
For application and further
information, write:
Personnel Office

OAK RIDGE
ASSOCIATED
UNIVERSITIES
P.O. Box 117
Ouk Hidgc, Tennessee 37830
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Poetry Confesf Offers f
'

... .

1~900

(Co11ti11ued from page 6)

The sbcth annual Kansas City than i,ooo studenu1 submitted .,...
The fourth sponsor is the family
(Mo.) Poetry Contests, offering a tries in the 1968 competition.
of H. Jack Shark, a Kansas City
total of $1,900 in prizes and publiln addition, the Devins Memo- patron of student writing, which
cation of a book- length manu- rial Award offers a $500 advance will award four $25 prizes for
script, have been announced by on royalties for a book-length poems by high school students of
Hallmark Cards.
poetry manuscript to be published Missouri and bordering states.
One of four sponsors, Hallmark by the University of Missouri Press
The deadline for submission of
will again offer six $100 cash and the Kansas City Star offers entries is February 1, 1969, and
awards to single poems by full seven $100 prizes forsinglepoems. winners will be announced on
time college and university stuApril 24 at the closing reading of
dents in the United States. More
the 1968-69 American Poets Series
~~~~~~~~~~~~-of the Kansas City Jewish Community Center. The judges have
not yet been announced but In the
past have included Conrad Aiken,
Louis Untermeyer, Robert Penn
Warren, Philip Booth and Edwin
Honig.
All entries are judged anonymously. The author's name is enclosed in a sealed envelope
attached to his entry. Complete
contest rules may be obtained by
sending a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to: Kansas City Poetry
Contests, 820 l Holmes Road,
Kansas City, Mo. 64131.

GAMMA PHI
FRATERNITY

presents

20th Annual

TURKEY TROT
9 p.m.

THANKSGIVING NIGHT

28th

the plan that has been adopted by uu'inite. Among thulM! lliteruaUves,
the planning committee. For all solutions that are consistent with
facets of the University to be In- the spirit, the purpose, the lnk:nt
volved, all audiences within the and the role of the University will
University will be asked to con- be sought and accepted, or protribute according to the resources posed for the final plan.
they have, to make a meaningful Q. / assume thal you've doll£
contribution.
similar studies al other UniverQ. How will this be impleme11ted? silies.
How exactly will thi.s be done? A. A number of them, yes, and
A. Well, Initially, what we're set- colleges and cultural inallltutlona,
ting up ls a structure for the plan, and medical centers and hospitals
a method for Its statemenL This -several Institutions. The neceaalty
Involves probably forty-five cate- for long range planning la somegories. Within the forty-five cate- thing that Is generally recognized
gories there are, let us say, thirty by any large Institution. And It
meaningful fields within which in- Is becoming more and more essendividuals can be involved.
tial, considering the number of
The subcommittees to work on people Involved and the competithe assumptions on which the plan tion that exists between Institutions
will be baaed are now being set and among them, for their purup, and people from all areas of poses to be sharply delineated and
the University will be Invited to the paths that they Intend tochooae
serve on these subcommltteestoald for the achievement of those purin drafting the assumptions. Then poses to be documented and put
after the assumptions are consid- In publishable form.
ered for their consistency and their
The bulk of the work of the planviability these subcommittees or ning study rests on the shoulders
others with additional members of these men. At the end of the
will be asked to scrutinize the study, they will draw up a final
result-the integrated,· the organ- plan which will be submitted to the
ized, the logical result of the plan- Board of Trustees. Decisions of
ning that is done based on the University policy rest with the
assumptions. A plan must consider board. They will be ultimately reall of the exposures as we pre- sponsible for the implementation of
viously said. The possible alter- the recommendations of the plannatives in many areas are almost ning study.

FRIAR'S BALLROOM
65 W. McMILLAN

AFTER GRADUATION

CLIFTON

with

?
-

''THE DRIVING WINDS''
plus the

''TWO of CLUBS''

Here's what ...

S4.00 per couple

a chance to take advantage of the career opportunities right
here in Greater Cincinnati.
On December 30th at the Cincinnati Convention-Exposition
Center nearly seventy-five of the leading firms in Greater Cincinnati will gather to interview any college senior, graduate student
completing his studies, or graduate completing military duty.
You will have the chance to learn about the many important
career opportunities that are coming open ... right now ...
right here.

At no cost to you!
Help yourself. Join in this 1968 Operation Native Son . . .
sponsored by the Greater Cincinnati Chamber. -Of Commerce.

•

For complete information contact Native Son Operation Center
at 721-3300 .

DIAMOND lllNGa

Unquestionably-the ultimate gift

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

So bnlltant. so beautiful .and so perfect .... Every Keepsake
diamond is cut by experts to reflect maximum beauty and
brtlhance. When you're looking for the ultimate gift. look for
the name "Keepsake" 1n the ring and on the tag.

REGISTER NOW BY COMPLETING THIS FORM.

Student Charp .Ueount• Invited

r

Please r~gi.ster me for the 1968 Operation Native Son. I understand this involves no cost on my part.
Student's Name
Home Address

WASSERMAN
JEWELERS

College/University
Degree & Major

Mo. of Graduation

Mail to:

OPERATION NATIVE SON
605 Race Street · Cincinnati · Phone 621•0704

Greater Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce
55 Central Trust Building, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

